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Pc-Check Windows — an entire new set of testing tools and 

applications. Fully compatible with Windows® 10 and UEFI hardware, all 

system components are validated in the environment in which they are used. 

Dependable hardware tests, giving you reliable PCs. 

Product Announcement 
Diagnostics out of date? Other 

products not meeting your  

demands? Call us now for  

competition beating pricing. visit 

our website to order Pc-Check 

Windows packs at any time (Call 

direct for a variety of site licenses, 

competitor discounts are our 

pleasure.)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

FREE Updates and technical support  

provided automatically for one year. 

Keep your hardware testing methods  

current. Upgrade to the latest version of  

Pc-Check Windows   

 

PREVIOUS FEATURED UPDATES  
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Note: Windows PE v1.x contains a security feature that will cause end 
user’s systems to reboot without prior notification to the end user after 24 
hours of continuous use. Windows PE v2.x contains a security feature that 
will cause end user’s systems to reboot without prior notification to the end 
user after 72 hours of continuous use. 

Developing intricate computer diagnostic software – because other hardware 

tests miss them completely –  Pc-Check Windows is indispensable. Count on a 

continued flow of reliable test results whether building, installing, supporting or 

servicing computers. Pc-Check Windows now offers greater support for testing 

multiple devices under the latest Microsoft operating systems.   

 

Eurosoft has helped to find millions of computer failures since 1980. No exaggeration! 

 
Combine Pc-Check® Windows with the ultimate bare metal testing solution  

Pc-Check® UEFI  and Pc-Check® for legacy and new UEFI based PCs, 

expanding your range of diagnostics to a perfect 3-point test plan. 

Pc-Check® Windows®  features Benefits for You 

NEW NVidia CUDA video card 
tests 

Tests include CUDA Bandwidth, CUDA 

Walking Zeros, CUDA Walking Ones, CUDA 

Moving Inversion, CUDA Integer Logic (Local 

Memory), CUDA Random, CUDA Modulo, 

CUDA Compute and CUDA Stress.  

NEW Server Test Group Report on a servers overall condition by 

collecting Event Log, Health, Sensor, and 

Alarm information using the Intelligent 

Platform Management Interface. 

Enhanced system health monitors Quickly determine component status by 

selecting the display of different sensors for 

processor, graphic cards and motherboard. 

Enhanced processor testing Keep your testing up to date with support 

added  for Intel Generation 9 processors, Intel 

Coffee Lake desktop and mobile CPUs. 

Enhanced memory testing Memory mismatch tests system wide memory 

references, to detect memory slots Windows 

has misidentified or been unable to register.  

Enhanced testing parameters Greater testing flexibility, select CPU highest 

or lowest  temperature setting for 

motherboard testing, and set minimum charge 

capacity for battery testing. 

Enhanced USB testing Determine port functionality by detecting the 

specified number of Eurosoft USB Test 

Devices. 
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